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Planning Requirement Key considerations for meeting the planning requirement
These are the Key Lines of Enquiry (KLOEs) underpinning the Planning Requirements (PR)

Confirmed through 

PR1 A jointly developed and agreed plan 
that all parties sign up to

Has a plan; jointly developed and agreed between all partners from ICB(s) in accordance with ICB governance rules, and the LA; been 
submitted? Paragraph 11

Has the HWB approved the plan/delegated approval? Paragraph 11

Have local partners, including providers, VCS representatives and local authority service leads (including housing and DFG leads) been 
involved in the development of the plan? Paragraph 11

Where the narrative section of the plan has been agreed across more than one HWB, have individual income, expenditure and metric 
sections of the plan been submitted for each HWB concerned?

Have all elements of the Planning template been completed? Paragraph 12

Expenditure plan

Expenditure plan

Narrative plan

Validation of submitted plans

Expenditure plan, narrative plan

PR2 A clear narrative for the integration of 
health, social care and housing

Is there a narrative plan for the HWB that describes the approach to delivering integrated health and social care that describes:

 • How the area will continue to implement a joined-up approach to integration of health, social care and housing services including DFG 
to support further improvement of outcomes for people with care and support needs Paragraph 13

 • The approach to joint commissioning Paragraph 13

 • How the plan will contribute to reducing health inequalities and disparities for the local population, taking account of people with 
protected characteristics? This should include
   - How equality impacts of the local BCF plan have been considered Paragraph 14

   - Changes to local priorities related to health inequality and equality and how activities in the document will address these. Paragraph 14

The area will need to also take into account Priorities and Operational Guidelines regarding health inequalities, as well as local authorities' 
priorities under the Equality Act and NHS actions in line with Core20PLUS5. Paragraph 15

Narrative plan 

PR3 A strategic, joined up plan for Disabled 
Facilities Grant (DFG) spending

Is there confirmation that use of DFG has been agreed with housing authorities? Paragraph 33

 • Does the narrative set out a strategic approach to using housing support, including DFG funding that supports independence at home? 
Paragraph 33

 • In two tier areas, has:
   - Agreement been reached on the amount of DFG funding to be passed to district councils to cover statutory DFG? or
   - The funding been passed in its entirety to district councils? Paragraph 34

Expenditure plan

Narrative plan

Expenditure plan

NC1: Jointly agreed plan



NC2: Implementing BCF 
Policy Objective 1: 
Enabling people to stay 
well, safe and 
independent at home for 
longer

PR4 A demonstration of how the services 
the area commissions will support 
people to remain independent for 
longer, and where possible support 
them to remain in their own home 

Does the plan include an approach to support improvement against BCF objective 1? Paragraph 16

Does the expenditure plan detail how expenditure from BCF sources supports prevention and improvement against this objective? 
Paragraph 19

Does the narrative plan provide an overview of how overall spend supports improvement against this objective? Paragraph 19 

Has the intermediate care capacity and demand planning section of the plan been used to ensure improved performance against this 
objctive and has the narrative plan incorporated learnings from this exercise? Paragraph 66

Narrative plan

Expenditure plan

Narrative plan

Expenditure plan, narrative plan

Additional discharge 
funding

PR5 An agreement between ICBs and 
relevant Local Authorities on how the 
additional funding to support 
discharge will be allocated for ASC and 
community-based reablement 
capacity to reduce delayed discharges 
and improve outcomes. 

Have all partners agreed on how all of the additional discharge funding will be allocated to achieve the greatest impact in terms of 
reducing delayed discharges? Paragraph 41

Does the plan indicate how the area has used the discharge funding, particularly in the relation to National Condition 3 (see below), and in 
conjunction with wider funding to build additional social care and community-based reablement capacity, maximise the number of 
hospital beds freed up and deliver sustainable improvement for patients? Paragraph 41

Does the plan take account of the area's capacity and demand work to identify likely variation in levels of demand over the course of the 
year and build the workforce capacity needed for additional services? Paragraph 44

Has the area been identified as an area of concern in relation to discharge performance, relating to the 'Delivery plan for recovering urgent 
and emergency services'?
     If so, have their plans adhered to the additional conditions placed on them relating to performance improvement? Paragraph 51

Is the plan for spending the additonal discharge grant in line with grant conditions?

Expenditure plan

Narrative and Expenditure plans

Narrative plan

Narrative and Expenditure plans

NC3: Implementing BCF 
Policy Objective 2: 
Providing the right care 
in the right place at the 
right time

PR6 A demonstration of how the services 
the area commissions will support 
provision of the right care in the right 
place at the right time

Does the plan include an approach to how services the area commissions will support people to receive the right care in the right place at 
the right time? Paragraph 21

Does the expenditure plan detail how expenditure from BCF sources supports improvement against this objective? Paragraph 22 

Does the narrative plan provide an overview of how overall spend supports improvement against this metric and how estimates of 
capacity and demand have been taken on board (including gaps) and reflected in the wider BCF plans? Paragraph 24

Has the intermediate care capacity and demand planning section of the plan been used to ensure improved performance against this 
objective and has the narrative plan incorporated learnings from this exercise? Paragraph 66

Has the area reviewed their assessment of progress against the High Impact Change Model for Managing Transfers of care and 
summarised progress against areas for improvement identified in 2022-23? Paragraph 23

Narrative plan

Expenditure plan

Narrative plan

Expenditure plan, narrative plan

Expenditure plan

Narrative plan



NC4: Maintaining NHS's 
contribution to adult 
social care and 
investment in NHS 
commissioned out of 
hospital services

PR7 A demonstration of how the area will 
maintain the level of spending on 
social care services from the NHS 
minimum contribution to the fund in 
line with the uplift to the overall 
contribution

Does the total spend from the NHS minimum contribution on social care match or exceed the minimum required contribution? 
Paragraphs 52-55

Auto-validated on the expenditure plan



Agreed expenditure plan 
for all elements of the 
BCF

PR8 Is there a confirmation that the 
components of the Better Care Fund 
pool that are earmarked for a purpose 
are being planned to be used for that 
purpose?

Do expenditure plans for each element of the BCF pool match the funding inputs? Paragraph 12

Has the area included estimated amounts of activity that will be delivered, funded through BCF funded schemes, and outlined the metrics 
that these schemes support? Paragraph 12

Has the area indicated the percentage of overall spend, where appropriate, that constitutes BCF spend? Paragraph 73

Is there confirmation that the use of grant funding is in line with the relevant grant conditions? Paragraphs 25 – 51

Has an agreed amount from the ICB allocation(s) of discharge funding been agreed and entered into the income sheet? Paragraph 41

Has the area included a description of how they will work with services and use BCF funding to support unpaid carers? Paragraph 13

Has funding for the following from the NHS contribution been identified for the area:
   - Implementation of Care Act duties?
   - Funding dedicated to carer-specific support?
   - Reablement? Paragraph 12

Auto-validated in the expenditure plan
Expenditure plan

Expenditure plan

Expenditure plan

Expenditure plan

Narrative plans, expenditure plan

Expenditure plan

Metrics

PR9 Does the plan set stretching metrics 
and are there clear and ambitious 
plans for delivering these?

Have stretching ambitions been agreed locally for all BCF metrics based on:

- current performance (from locally derived and published data)
- local priorities, expected demand and capacity
- planned (particularly BCF funded) services and changes to locally delivered services based on performance to date? Paragraph 59

Is there a clear narrative for each metric setting out: 
        - supporting rationales for the ambition set, 
        - plans for achieving these ambitions, and 
        - how BCF funded services will support this? Paragraph 57

Expenditure plan

Expenditure plan


